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Introduction

John T. Slotemaker and Jeffrey C. Witt

John Mair was born around 1466 and died in his mid-eighties on the first of 
May 1550. He was a man who belonged to both the medieval and early modern 
world. He taught philosophy and theology at the Universities of Paris,  
St. Andrews, and Glasgow, and he knew Desiderius Erasmus (†1536) and 
was friends with Cardinal Wolsey (†1530). Both John Calvin (†1564) and 
Ignatius of Loyola (†1556) were students at Paris while Mair was delivering  
his popular lectures on logic. Following his time in Paris, the Scottish Reformers 
George Buchanan (†1582) and John Knox (†1572) studied with Mair at St. 
Andrews. With the possible exception of Erasmus, Mair was born deeper into 
the Middle Ages than the scholars mentioned above, and, without a doubt, 
Mair remained more a student of the medieval philosophical and theological 
world than any of them.

In an era of radical change, Mair’s work remained embedded in a theological 
and philosophical method that many of his friends and contemporaries were 
rejecting. This is evident in numerous ways, but is perhaps best symbolized in 
the images that have survived of these figures. Around 1523 Hans Holbein the 
Younger (†1543) painted several famous portraits of Erasmus. In these portraits 
the German painter achieves a realness that we identify with Renais sance 
painting; the works are oil-tempera, a technique that itself belongs to the early 
modern era as oil began to replace egg tempera as the medium for pigments. 
Similarly, the National Portrait Gallery of London contains a remarkable oil 
painting of Cardinal Wolsey that dates from around 1520. Interestingly, Erasmus 
and Wolsey are not the exception but the norm: there are numerous contem-
porary sketches and paintings of 16th-century thinkers such as Martin Luther 
(†1546), John Calvin, and George Buchanan (see the 1581 portrait by Arnold 
van Bronckhorst). Each of the images achieves a level of realism that can be 
associated with the innovations of Renaissance portraiture. But what images 
remain of John Mair? How has he come down through the ages?

The sole surviving image of John Mair is a 1505 woodblock print that appears 
on the title page of the 1505 edition of his In Petri Hyspani summulas commen
taria (and graces the cover of the present book). Woodblock printing origi-
nated in the mid-15th century and everything about the woodblock image of 
John Mair is medieval. Mair is portrayed in the role of the medieval magister: 
he sits, reading his text and lecturing, while two students sit on his left and 
right recording his lectures. The two students demand a bit of our attention; 
the student on Mair’s left (our right) is dutifully taking notes and presumably 
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preparing an early report of the lecture, whereas the student on Mair’s right 
(our left) does not have his quill to paper. Mair’s gaze is fixed intently upon the 
latter student.

This woodblock print is our only representation of Mair and is a fitting 
analogy for how this great early modern thinker is remembered. Mair is often 
remembered as the late medieval magister who taught for decades at the Uni-
versity of Paris in a method and style that was grounded in the 14th and 15th 
centuries. As such, Mair is generally known as the epitome of the scholastic 
approach so soundly criticized in works like Juan Luis Vives’s (†1540) In pseu
dodialecticos and Erasmus of Rotterdam’s Moriae encomium, id est, stultitiae 
laus.1 Returning to the image, it is remarkable that despite his intellectual 
renown and influence no other portrait of John Mair was produced in the 16th 
century or following. The modern scholarly opinion of John Mair, it seems, is 
consistent with the woodcut: he is generally remembered as a medieval master 
who lectured students at the great universities of Europe in an increasingly 
antiquated scholastic style.

The present volume will both confirm and dispute this impression of John 
Mair. Perhaps most significantly, the volume will resoundingly reject any easy 
categorization of his thought. He was a man who belonged to both the medi-
eval and early modern worlds and he embodied the complexities of his period. 
He was sympathetic to both scholastic and humanist methods; he was both a 
traditionalist and an innovator; he wrote theology in the most traditional of 
scholastic forms (the Sentences commentary), but also penned the first history 
of Great Britain. The focus throughout the present volume is on Mair’s com-
mentary on the Sentences. This is perhaps one of his most “traditional works,” 
although, as will be argued throughout, this work itself challenges any easy 
categorizing of Mair as a theologian.

 Mair’s Commentary on the Sentences

John Mair was an outstanding philosopher and theologian in the late 15th and 
early 16th centuries. However, despite being one of the great scholars of this 
important period of religious and theological reform, Mair has received very 
little scholarly attention outside the field of logic. Mair’s central philosophical 
and theological work—his massive commentary on the Sentences of Peter 

1 Juan Luis Vives, In pseudodialecticos, (ed.) C. Fantazzi (Leiden: 1979); Desiderius Erasmus, 
Moriae Encomium, id est, stultitiae laus, (ed.) C.H. Miller in Opera Omnia Desiderii Erasmi 
Roterodami iv, 3 (Amsterdam: 1979).
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Lombard—has been neglected, in part, because of his commitment to what 
has often been perceived as a “dying and outdated” scholastic methodology. 
Mair’s philosophical and theological thought, as developed in his commen-
tary on the Sentences, warrants much greater attention from scholars, not only 
because of the quality of his thought, but also because Mair stands at a cross-
roads, historically speaking, between medieval scholasticism, the Protestant 
Reformation, Renaissance thought, and the period of the second Scholastics 
(e.g., 1550–1700).

Mair’s theology is developed in his massive commentary on the Sentences of 
Peter Lombard.2 Mair published his first commentary on Book i of the Sentences 
in 1510 (this edition/redaction was republished in 1519). In 1530, John Mair pub-
lished a second redaction of his commentary on Book i, expanding various 
sections and including previously omitted distinctions. A similar pattern is fol-
lowed for all four Books. Mair published the first edition of his commentary on 
Book ii of the Sentences in 1510, only to publish subsequent redactions in 1519 
and 1528 (in both cases, reworking the material). Mair’s commentary on Book 
iii is the only one that never received subsequent revisions: the first edition 
was published in 1517 and was reprinted in 1528. Finally, Mair published his 
commentary on Book iv in several editions and redactions. The first version 
was published in 1509 (nb: prior to the first publication of Book i) and reprinted 
with minor changes in 1512 and 1519. A second redaction of Book iv was com-
pleted in 1516 and reprinted in 1521.3

This massive commentary on the Sentences is the best source for studying 
Mair’s theology and is a veritable “gold-mine” of information regarding medi-
eval thought and its reception in the early 16th century. In his commentary, 
Mair is engaged with both the well known (e.g., Albert the Great, Thomas 
Aquinas, Bonaventure, John Duns Scotus, Peter Aureoli, William of Ockham, 
Gregory of Rimini, and Gabriel Biel) and the less well known (e.g., Alphonsus 
Toletanus, Roger Rosetus, Monachus Cisterciensis, and Thomas of Strasbourg) 
medieval masters. However, indicative of the unique place he occupies in intel-
lectual history, he also engages directly with humanists (e.g., Lorenzo Valla), 

2 For a complete list of the various editions and redactions of Mair’s commentary on the 
Sentences, see Appendix A; for a complete table of questions of all editions and redactions, 
see Appendix B.

3 For further information on the editions and the sources (discussed in the following para-
graph), see Severin V. Kitanov, John T. Slotemaker, Jeffrey C. Witt, “John Major’s (Mair’s) 
Commentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard: Scholastic Philosophy and Theology in the 
Early Sixteenth Century,” in Commentaries on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, Volume 3, (ed.) 
Philipp W. Rosemann (Leiden: 2015), 369–415.
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logicians (e.g., Martinus de Magistris), classical authors (e.g., Cicero, Terence, 
and Galen), Arabic authors (e.g., Avicenna and Averroes) and the various 
schools of the 15th-century “Wegestreit” (e.g., Thomists, Realists, Scotists, etc.). 
In short, Mair’s commentary is an outstanding witness to the reception of 
medieval thought in the early 16th century.

Mair’s approach to theological and philosophical problems can be char-
acterized as broadly historical and deeply harmonizing. He often considers 
opposing positions developed over the previous 300 years and attempts to 
bring them into a broader harmony. Thus, as a theologian, he defies easy clas-
sification: he sought to find a middle ground, a via media, between both the 
competing scholastic schools of the Wegestreit (e.g., the viae of the nominales 
and the reales) and between the scholastic project per se and Humanism. 
While an insistence on a “middle way” is itself a product of the scholastic method 
as informed by Aristotle, the consequence is that Mair remains almost impos-
sible to define in any simplistic way. The essays contained in the present vol-
ume demonstrate this fact from a variety of vantage points.

Mair’s Sentences commentary is an expansive work, and research into Mair’s 
philosophical theology remains understudied. Given the immensity of Mair’s 
commentary, with its numerous editions and redactions, any scholar attempt-
ing to advance our current knowledge of Mair’s theological project often has 
the sense that he or she is a lonely island in the midst of a great ocean. However, 
it is the conscious intention of this volume to begin dotting the landscape with 
several such islands, so that when the time comes new scholars and research-
ers can approach Mair’s commentary with less isolation and more dialogue 
partners at their disposal. In practice this means that much of the research 
done here remains provisional. It reflects attempts by individual scholars to 
focus in on a narrow part of the commentary, offer an exposition of that sec-
tion, and draw some conclusions about Mair’s larger theological project. Before 
turning to a summary of the contents of the volume, it is perhaps instructive to 
discuss the dominant themes of Mair’s theology.

Mair’s theology—understood it its broadest terms—is organized according 
to Peter Lombard’s Sentences. In an age when scholars such as Martin Luther, 
Philipp Melanchthon, John Calvin, and Ignatius of Loyola were rethinking the 
structure and content of Christian theology, John Mair remained faithful to  
the order of theology established by the Lombard. Thus, following the Lombard, 
Mair’s commentary examines in detail: the triune nature of the Christian God 
(Book i), Creation (Book ii), Christ and human salvation (Book iii), and the 
sacraments of the Church (Book iv). He examines the central theological topoi 
as established by the Lombard and analyzed by subsequent theologians in the 
13th through the 15th centuries. These central Christian doctrines, as defined 
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by the Church and established in the Creeds, inform the broad themes of 
Mair’s theology. Further, as one begins to read and study Mair’s treatment of 
God, creation, salvation, and the sacraments, one realizes that Mair’s theologi-
cal approach is heavily informed by the scholastic authors of the 14th century, 
including scholars such as John Duns Scotus, William of Ockham, and Gregory 
of Rimini: particularly in his analysis of the meaning of terms and the relation-
ship between the study of logic and Christian thought.4 However, to portray 
Mair’s commentary as a simple Lombardian analysis of Christian doctrine is 
perhaps misleading, and it is instructive to consider one example of the com-
plexity of this work.

Distinction 14 of Book ii of Peter Lombard’s Sentences examined the second, 
third, and fourth days of creation as discussed in Genesis (Gen. 6–19). As such, 
the Lombard analyzed God’s creation of the firmament, dry land, plants, and the 
sun and moon. The Lombard’s text is focused on the account provided in Genesis 
1 and his dialogue partners are Scripture, Augustine, the Venerable Bede, and 
Jerome. In contrast, Mair’s commentary on Book ii, distinction 14, moves seam-
lessly from questions prompted by the biblical text (whether the sun and moon 
were created on the fourth day?) to questions of astrology (whether a comet 
signifies the death of a King?) and physics (whether the center of gravity of the 
earth coincides with the center of its magnitude?).5 The upshot is that while 
Mair’s commentary structurally follows the Lombardian order of Christian 
theology, it is more than an analysis of particular theological topics. Without a 
doubt this is a work of Christian theology that focuses on the central doctrines 
of the Church. However, it is also an eclectic work that incorporates the philo-
sophical works of Aristotle and numerous other non-Christian sources.

 Overview of the Contents

The present volume consists of a historical introduction and four sections 
treating: (1) Theology and Method; (2) Metaphysical and Theological Themes; 
(3) Human Nature and Moral Reasoning; and (4) Salvation and Sacraments.

In his Historical Introduction, James K. Farge contributes what must be 
regarded as the most up-to-date historical biography of John Mair. Farge focuses 
particularly on Mair’s early education and the important intellectual relation-
ships he formed throughout his career. This survey offers us many details and 

4 See chapters 4, 5, and 10 of the present volume.
5 See Mair, In secundum Sent (1510), d. 14, q. 6, fol. 29ra–rb; (1519), d. 14, q. 11, fols. 83va–84va;  

d. 14, q. 11, fols. 84va–85va; see also (1510), d. 14, q. 3, fols. 26ra–27ra.
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insights important for understanding Mair’s complicated relationship with the 
various, and often competing, schools of thought that constitute 16th-century 
scholasticism. This biography is also critical for appreciating Mair’s exposure 
to and complicated relationship with the rising schools of Renaissance human-
ism. As such, it is an excellent starting point for a volume that attempts to 
investigate Mair’s theological project in the context of the scholastic and 
Renaissance sources that inform his thought.

The first section on Theology and Method begins with an essay by Alexander 
Broadie. His contribution offers a critical reading of a fascinating dramatic 
dialogue about the nature of theology that John Mair places at the front of his 
1510 and 1519 editions of the first book of his commentary on the Sentences. As 
Broadie notes, the dialogue can be seen as a semi-autobiographical account of 
Mair’s own life as a scholastically trained scholar working in the midst of the 
rise of a competing humanist methodology. As Mair’s Dialogue does not offer a 
definitive answer to the question of what is the most appropriate method for 
theology, Broadie’s survey aims to show Mair’s sophisticated appreciation of 
the strengths and weakness of scholastic and humanist approaches to the 
theological enterprise. Broadie demonstrates that Mair is aware of the subtlety 
(and sometimes obscurity) of scholastic thought. However, Mair is also unwill-
ing to see this as fatal flaw. As Broadie argues: “[Mair] believes…that on many 
issues in theology, understanding requires immense effort.” Further, Broadie 
suggests that Mair openly acknowledges that this difficult intellectual effort 
may not have a direct spiritual benefit for the “many.” Nevertheless, the labor 
remains important for the “few” that will derive benefit from it and, as in the 
case of preachers, will be able to extend that benefit to the faithful who cannot 
derive a direct benefit from scholastic subtlety.

Jeffrey Witt’s essay follows the concern introduced by Broadie, namely what 
exactly does Mair think theology is and what exactly is the function of a Sen
tences commentary. In this essay, he presses this question by focusing in on a 
few key assertions made by Mair in his prologue to Book i and contextualizes 
those comments in the context of the earlier scholastics debates about the 
nature of faith and theology that inform Mair’s own position. More specifically, 
Witt takes up the questions: what exactly does Mair think acquired faith is? 
How is it acquired and what is the role of reason and theology in its acquisi-
tion? Does theology presuppose faith or does theology produce faith? Witt 
concludes that Mair’s understanding of theology and faith is indebted to the 
scholastic past and that it is only by viewing Mair in dialogue with late medi-
eval thought that one can appreciate his full position.

The second section on Metaphysical and Theological Themes begins with 
an essay by Richard Cross. Cross’s contribution focuses on the detailed and 
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long-standing controversy regarding the proper metaphysical articulation of 
the Incarnation of the Word and with Christology more generally. In this article 
we see evidence both of Mair’s facility with the rigor of scholastic logic and 
metaphysics and Mair’s concern for preserving a level of consistency and har-
mony between the conclusions of philosophy and theology. Cross demon-
strates that while Mair largely follows Scotus and Ockham in his Christology, 
he departs on the issue of whether or not the Incarnation requires some kind 
of real relation of hypostatic dependence beyond the relata in question  
(i.e., the divine person and the human nature). While Scotus and Ockham 
assert the need for a real relation, Mair disagrees. Mair follows Ockham’s philo-
sophical claim with respect to the natural world that a relation is not some-
thing distinct from the relata in question. But as Cross points out, despite this 
philosophical commitment Ockham insists that there is a real relation in the 
case of the Incarnation and the Trinity. Thus Ockham created a divide between 
his philosophical position and his theological position. Cross then details how 
Mair can be seen as applying Ockham’s philosophical position to an accept-
able theory of the Incarnation.

John Slotemaker’s contribution examines Mair’s trinitarian theology. The 
first section of his essay treats the differences between the first and second 
redactions (i.e., the 1510/19 and 1530 editions) of Mair’s commentary on Book i 
of the Sentences, examining how Mair expanded his trinitarian theology 
between the first and second redactions. In the second section, Slotemaker 
examines Mair’s use of 13th- and 14th-century theology as well as his engage-
ment with the patristic tradition. This discussion catalogues Mair’s encyclope-
dic knowledge of the antecedent Christian tradition. Finally, the third section 
of his paper examines Mair’s trinitarian theology. Slotemaker argues that of 
the three central theories of late medieval trinitarian theology (i.e., a pro-
cessional model, a relational model, and a Praepositinian model), Mair judi-
ciously avoids the heated debates of the mid- to late century between the 
defenders of the processional model and the relational model. Instead, Mair is 
influenced by the minimalist theory of Praepositinus and defends a trinitarian 
theology that has resonances with William of Ockham and those who sys-
tematized his approach in the following decades (e.g., Robert Holcot, Walter 
Chatton, and Gregory of Rimini). Like Ockham and Gregory, Mair exhibits a 
certain traditionalist approach in returning to theologies developed prior to 
the mid-13th century.

The third section of the volume turns to questions of Human Nature and 
Moral Reasoning. Severin Kitanov’s article begins the discussion with an analy-
sis of human nature as related to the divine. A specialist on beatific enjoyment 
in medieval scholasticism, Kitanov focuses on Mair’s treatment of beatific 
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enjoyment in the 1530 edition of his commentary on Book i of the Sentences. 
He argues that Mair’s treatment is probably the most comprehensive treat-
ment of the material ever written by a scholastic theologian; this is a remark-
able claim and the essay bears out the depth and richness of Mair’s discussion. 
The essay begins with an introduction to the organization of Mair’s treatises on 
beatific enjoyment (part i), before treating issues of terminology (part ii) and 
Mair’s sources (part iii). The fourth part of the essay treats briefly Mair’s rhe-
torical style as well as his casuistic flavor as developed in the discussion of 
beatific enjoyment. Finally, the essay concludes with an extensive discussion 
of select problems in Mair’s theory of beatific enjoyment (part v), examining in 
detail: loving and (if possible) hating God, loving God and a human being 
through the same act, wanting the unknown, human freedom, and other 
related problems. Throughout, Kitanov demonstrates Mair’s extensive engage-
ment with the long tradition of scholastic thought and makes a compelling 
case that Mair’s theology of enjoyment warrants extensive study.

The topic of human moral reasoning is continued in the essay by Pekka 
Kärkkäinen on John Mair’s understanding of the psychological structures 
underlying human moral reasoning. The focus of Kärkkäinen’s attention is 
Mair’s discussion of conscience and synderesis. Kärkkäinen places the philo-
sophical theology of John Mair into dialogue with the broader currents of 
15th-century thought (esp. Gabriel Biel). He begins the essay with a discussion 
of Mair’s broader moral psychology, discussing the nature of apprehension, 
assent, and the classification of moral norms. Further, he observes that for 
Mair conscience and synderesis are both categories of assent, and he locates 
Mair in relationship to Biel’s via moderna approach to philosophical psychol-
ogy by means of an “elimination of unnecessary metaphysical entities.” In 
defense of this basic argument, Kärkkäinen examines questions associated 
with an erroneous conscience and the weakness of the will. It is demonstrated 
throughout that, with minor modifications, Mair is consistent with the philo-
sophical psychology of Gabriel Biel (and the broader via moderna).

A discussion of Mair’s philosophical psychology and moral reasoning would 
not be complete without an analysis of his casuistry; even a cursory glance at 
Appendix B indicates that John Mair exerted incredible energy focusing on spe-
cific ethical questions (e.g., the fifty questions that comprise d. 15 of the second 
redaction of Book iv). James Keenan is a specialist in the moral theology of the 
16th century and in particular the rise of casuistry. His essay treats Mair’s moral 
reasoning and argues that there are three main reasons for his originality: (1) a 
willingness to experiment with method; (2) a modified sense of theological 
authority; and (3) an attention to situations, experiences, and cases. Keenan 
introduces Mair’s casuistry in the first part of the essay by focusing on two case 
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studies involving that of maritime insurance and the cambium bursae. Having 
discussed two case studies found in Mair’s commentary on the Sentences, 
Keenan next examines the features of Mair’s high casuistry that distinguish it 
from previous medieval systems of moral reasoning. The third part of the essay 
is a comparative analysis looking at both predecessors (i.e., Martinus de 
Magistris’ Quaestiones morales (1490)) and successors (Francisco de Toledo, 
Summa casuum (1600)) of Mair’s approach. Here Keenan concludes that Mair’s 
high casuistry is almost without precedent and had significant influence on the 
development of moral theology in the 16th century and beyond.

The fourth section of the volume examines Salvation and Sacraments in 
Mair’s theology. David Fink’s chapter turns to John Mair’s theology of justifica-
tion. Given that Mair’s commentary on the Sentences was written during the 
first decade of the Protestant Reformation—and that Mair was aware of Martin 
Luther by the time he completed the final volumes—the question must be 
asked, just how familiar was John Mair with developments in 16th-century 
soteriology. David Fink’s essay examines Mair’s treatment of infused grace, 
human will and merit, and contrition and the forgiveness of sins. Throughout, 
Fink argues that Mair is firmly embedded in the late medieval discussions of 
soteriology and that his understanding of God’s acts of salvation is broadly 
informed by another Scottish theologian, John Duns Scotus. His essay notes 
both how Mair diverges from Scotus in certain ways, and how his soteriology 
fits within the broader framework of early 16th-century thought.

Ueli Zahnd’s essay examines the complex relationship between logic and 
theology in John Mair’s sacramental theology as developed in Book iv of his 
commentary on the Sentences. Zahnd begins by reminding the reader that 
John Mair’s theological career began with a commentary on Book iv of the 
Sentences, and that this commentary remains the largest and most developed 
of Mair’s theological works. In the first part of the essay Zahnd examines Mair’s 
philosophy of terms and signs as developed in his earliest logical writings. This 
sets the stage for a comparative analysis of Mair’s philosophical categories in 
his logical and theological works respectively. In the second part, Zahnd expli-
cates Mair’s methodological approach as articulated in the prologue to Book 
iv, and in the third part he treats Mair’s sacramental theology. In the final sec-
tion of the paper, Zahnd returns to Mair’s engagement with logic per se (now as 
a member of the theological faculty) and considers how Mair’s work as a theo-
logian impacted his logical writings. What emerges is an overview of Mair that 
demonstrates his engagement with Nominalists, Realists, and Humanists in an 
attempt to forge a methodologically sound via media between these compet-
ing schools. As such, the essay paints a picture of Mair that accounts for the 
complexity of opinions about him (is he an Ockhamist, Nominalist, or Scotist?) 
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found in the literature, and suggests that such judgments are often the result of 
focusing too narrowly on one aspect of Mair’s thought or corpus.

The present volume also contains three appendices. As has already been 
mentioned, John Mair was a prolific writer. While this surfeit of work makes 
him an attractive object of study, navigating his massive corpus can be extremely 
difficult. Appendix A provides a breakdown of extant editions and redactions 
of each of the four books of the Sentences. This appendix contains two lists: the 
first list groups the works by book and date of composition, providing the full 
title of each work. The second list provides the same information, this time 
giving the “standardized” or “abbreviated” title as used throughout the volume 
(the original titles being far too long and cumbersome).

Appendix B includes a table of questions for all of the editions and redac-
tions of Mair’s commentary on the Sentences. The table of questions was edited 
by John Slotemaker, Jeffrey Witt, and Ueli Zahnd and provides a transcription 
of each question from each distinction of all four books of the commentary. 
The list then provides the foliation numbers for where the identified question 
can be found in each edition. The table also indicates where subsequent edi-
tions have expanded, shortened, or rearranged a question within a given dis-
tinction. This table should enable scholars to both quickly survey the breadth 
of topics treated in Mair’s Sentences commentary and to locate specific debates 
within his commentary.

Appendix c contains a comprehensive and analytic bibliography of both 
primary and secondary literature complied by James Farge and Ueli Zahnd. 
The list of primary works contains a complete list of all of John Mair’s pub-
lished works (including all editions and redactions). The list of secondary 
sources includes all known publications on John Mair’s thought. Finally, the 
bibliographies include an analytic index that provides important information 
regarding the topics discussed in each entry.

The essays in this volume contribute to a developing understanding of Mair’s 
scholastic thought. While it is not necessary to provide a complete review of 
the literature, it is instructive to consider the extant scholarship focused on 
Mair’s theology. The starting point for an analysis of John Mair’s philosophical 
and theological works is the extensive contributions of Alexander Broadie over 
the past three decades.6 While focused primarily on Mair’s logical and philo-
sophical works, Broadie provides a context for the study of Mair’s philosophy 

6 See the bibliography for a complete list of works by Alexander Broadie, but note in particular: 
The Circle of John Mair. Logic and Logicians in Prereformation Scotland (Oxford: 1985); id., 
The Shadow of Scotus. Philosophy and Faith in Prereformation Scotland (Edinburgh: 1995);  
id., A History of Scottish Philosophy (Edinburgh: 2009), 47–61.
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and theology. Further, by way of introduction to Mair’s theology, Thomas 
Torrance wrote two articles examining select themes in Mair’s theology.7 Con-
cerning specific theological topics, there has been work on Mair’s understand-
ing of: faith,8 divine foreknowledge and power,9 ethics and human rights,10 and 
the Church.11 Beyond these theological topics, Alexandre Ganoczy also pub-
lished a useful essay on Mair’s exegesis.12 Finally, within the context of Mair’s 
theology it is also important to recognize the, largely discredited, argument of 
Karl Reuter regarding the influence of John Mair on John Calvin.13

 Note on Citations and Practices

The present volume follows the practice of providing a full citation for both 
primary and secondary sources the first time a work is referenced in a particular 

7 Thomas F. Torrance, “La philosophie et la théologie de Jean Mair ou Major, de Haddington 
(1469–1550),” Archives de Philosophie 32 (1969): 531–547, and 33 (1970): 261–293.

8 R. Neil Wood, “John Mair. The Human Dimension of Faith,” The Innes Review 48 (1997): 
125–143.

9 Joël Biard, “La toute-puissance divine dans le Commentaire des Sentences de Jean Mair,” 
in Potentia Dei. l’onnipotenza divina nel pensiero dei secoli xvi e xvii, (eds.) Guido Canziani, 
Miguel A. Granada, and Yves Charles Zarka (Mailand: 2000): 25–41; Christopher J. Martin, 
“John Mair on Future Contingency,” in John Buridan and Beyond. Topics in the Language 
Sciences 1300–1700, (eds.) Russell L. Friedman and Sten Ebbesen (Kopenhagen: 2004): 
183–201; and Chris Schabel, “Divine Foreknowledge and Human Freedom. Auriol, 
Pomponazzi, and Luther on ‘Scholastic Subtleties’,” in The Medieval Heritage in early 
Modern Metaphysics and Modal Theory, 1400–1700, (eds.) Russell L. Friedman and Lauge O. 
Nielsen (Dordrecht: 2003): 165–180.

10 Brian Tierney, The Idea of Natural Rights. Studies on Natural Rights, Natural Law and 
Church Law 1150–1625 (Atlanta: 1997), 236–254; and James F. Keenan, “The Casuistry of 
John Mair, Nominalist Professor of Paris,” in The Context of Casuistry, (eds.) James F. 
Keenan and Thomas A. Shannon (Washington: 1995): 85–102.

11 See Francis Oakley, “On the Road from Constance to 1688. The Political Thought of John 
Major and George Buchanan,” Journal of British Studies 2 (1962): 1–31. Regarding Mair’s 
ecclesiology there is also a translation of a section of Mair’s In Mattheum ad literam expo
sitio (1518)—under the title A Disputation Concerning the Authority of the Council Over The 
Supreme Pontif—in Conciliarism and Papalism, (eds.) J.H. Burns and Thomas M. Izbicki 
(Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought) (Cambridge: 1997), 285–311.

12 Alexandre Ganoczy, “Jean Major, exégète Gallican,” Recherches des sciences religieuses 56 
(1968): 457–495.

13 Karl Reuter, Das Grundverständnis der Theologie Calvins, unter Einbezug ihrer geschichtli
chen Abhängigkeiten (Neukirchen: 1963); id., Vom Scholaren bis zum jungen Reformator. 
Studien zum Werdegang Johannes Calvins (Neukirchen: 1981).
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essay. The only exception to this principle is with respect to Mair’s commen-
taries on the Sentences, which have been abbreviated throughout following 
the principles stated in Appendix A. Thus, there is no comprehensive bibli-
ography for all primary and secondary scholarship (beyond Appendix c 
described above).

With respect to Latin citations of Mair (and other works that have not been 
edited) individual authors have maintained their own standards with respect 
to orthography (including spelling, capitalization, and punctuation). Thus, some 
authors have maintained the Renaissance spelling and punctuation, while 
other authors have standardized throughout.
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